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CEILING FANS

CATALOG 
NO. DESCRIPTION SHIP WT. 

(LBS)
28001 FAN GUARD 62” DIAMETER FOR INDUSTRIAL 56” AND 60” FANS 50
28002 FAN GUARD 52” DIAMETER FOR COMMERCIAL 36” AND 48” FANS ONLY 40
9FP024 WHITE TILTED CANOPY COVER - BROWN(9FP023), BLACK( 9FP023B) 1
9D12BW DOWNRODS - 12” Also available in brown, replace “W” in model number with “B” 1
9D18BW DOWNRODS - 18”  Also available in brown, replace “W” in model number with “B” 1
9D36BW DOWNRODS - 36” Also available in brown, replace “W” in model number with “B” 3
9D48BW DOWNRODS - 48” (FOR LONGER SIZES - CONSULT FACTORY) 4
99992 OUTDOOR LOCATION INSTALLATION KIT* 1
9DKIT DOWNROD Extension kit 2

ACCESSORIES

NOTE: *Only for use with harsh environment ceiling 
fans. Custom models available. Consult with factory for 
information and specifications. Use only with heavy-duty/
industrial models - Not recommended for low ceiling 
applications. Fan Guards ship via UPS

Ceiling Fan Guard
For gymnasiums and public facilities

MODEL FAN AND QUANTITY PER CONTROL

CATALOG NO. VOLTS AMPS 36201 48201 56101 56007 60001 60101

12003 120 3 3 2 2 - 3 3
12006 120 6 7 5 5 - 4 4
12008 120 8 10 6 6 - 8 8
12012 120 12 12 10 10 - 8 8
27708* 277 8 - - - 6 - -

NOISELESS MECHANICAL CONTROL
12001N 120 1 - 1 1 Controls 48” & 56” Models Only
12005N 120 5 - 2 2 Controls 48” & 56” Models Only

OPTIONAL MOTOR 
SPEED CONTROLS

NOTE: *6 fans on 277V.
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DESTRATIFICATION CEILING FANS
HEAT-DROPPER® CONCEPT
CUT HEATING & COOLING BILLS BY AS MUCH AS 30%*
WINTER
Recovers wasted heat by eliminating heat stratification. Trapped warm air at the ceiling 
caused by natural heat rise and poor air circulation is equalized by the movement of 
the massive blade span. Thus ceiling to floor temperature is equalized. With a heat cost 
savings of 30%, the LEADING EDGE fan system can pay for itself in one year. The 
elimination of cold spots increases employee productivity and comfort.

SUMMER
General air recirculation in non air-conditioned buildings creates a cooling breeze and 
a “Wind Chill Factor” providing evaporation cooling of the skin surface dropping skin 
temperature by 6°. The LEADING EDGE fan system supplements air-conditioned buildings by allowing the thermostat settings to be 8° higher. You’ll feel the 
coolness of 72° with the thermostat set on 80° - an incomparable energy savings. Additional advantages, eliminates mold and mildew caused by stagnant air, 
perfect for high humidity areas. No other fan has our higher air velocity capabilities. Small fans do not develop sufficient CFM to be effective in warm weather.

LEADING EDGE treats ceiling fans as a system, not as single unit – our fans provide larger area of coverage than 
competition; therefore require fewer fans to perform the same function. Furthermore, the heavy duty design allows 
considerable savings to maintenance or replacement costs. Substantial savings are realized on the total installed 
costs of the system on a per square foot basis, which can be calculated via the following formula to the right. An 
extreme example would be the use of discount store or home center promotional $49.95 fans. Let’s assume 
these imported 56 in. curved tipped patio fans could overcome the AT buoyancy factor and could cover 900 ft.2 
per fan. The result is that 65 fans would have to be installed and no summertime cooling would be achieved. The 
low priced fan with its hidden additional costs is no bargain. Residential patio fans are commonly rated at 400 ft.2 
per fan (20x 20 living room with an 8 ft. ceiling).

Total area coverage:                 _____ft2  (A)

Area coverage per fan:                 _____ft2  (B)

Total fan units required:  A/B=         ______  (C)

Fan unit cost:               $ ______  (D)
   
Installation cost:                $ ______  (E)

Total installed cost: (C*D)+E         $___________

 * Based on an ASHRAE “Saving Heating Costs in Warehouses” study.


